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Greetings chums and welcome to the
(belated) first issue of 2012. It is the
middle of February and I’ve just
renewed my road tax for another year
and I’m just waiting to see by how
much my insurance has been hiked.
Still, let’s look on the bright side, let’s
get some miles on the bikes
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Weather and road salt permitting, the
first ride out for me is the MAG annual
Fred Hill Memorial ride which takes
place on Sunday 26 February. (Over a
week ago by the time you get your mitts around this rag). For those of you who
don’t know who Fred Hill was, I’ll put a short piece about him on the MAG page
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I’m looking forward to another year of cracking rallies, catching up with old
friends and meeting new ones. I’ll be there at all 3 MAG rallies, (I have to be,
cos I’m working at them). The meetings for these rallies have been going on
since last August, just after the Yorkshire Pudding success.
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The events pages have ads for other club’s rallies as well as a list of our own
events. Considering that every weekend, somewhere in the country there will be
a bike rally, we are really spoiled for choice.
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Then we have our own Hoggin’ the Humber. Last year’s was an exhausting
affair, hoo boy was it hot! All I wanted to do was laze in the sun with several cold
beers. I think I succeeded in my ambition there…
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Talking of club rallies, a couple of drunken conversations have taken place after
the Dog night and the posh night out. It has been mooted that we should have
our own club rally, but ideas get right out of hand when they are magnified by
too much booze. I have been ordered (by Sandra) to call a committee meeting at
my convenience to discuss possibilities. I think that expanding HOH could be the
way ahead, but that is only me. How does everyone else feel about this?
I’ve said this every year since joining the club, but I really am going to make an
effort to get out on one of the club ride outs this year. The problem is that if I’m
not torturing myself by going to watch the Bulls lose at Odsal, I’m usually going
to see my 81 year old Mum. My Mum will never be a burden to me.
continued overleaf
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E DITORIAL ( CONT .)
Right then, I’d like to apologise to all those people who sent stuff to me for inclusion in this glorious magazine and will
never see it in print. If you haven’t been to any recent meetings, you won’t know that my computer failed catastrophically
and I lost everything. Ok I can hear you all shouting ”Why didn’t you back it up moron?”. The honest truth is that I was
setting up the backup drive when everything died. Honest guv!
My computer is now rebuilt. It had a new case a few years ago, but now its got a bigger hdd, a faster motherboard and
processor and new cd/dvd drive, but essentially it is the same computer that I’ve always had.
If you would still like to see your words and pix in print, can you please send it through to me again as soon as possible, so I
can get it in the next issue. One major point that I must stress. If you are sending photos with your words, can you please
send in the original JPEG file. Embedded images are fine for letting me know where you want them putting, but they lose
all definition when trying to fit them into the draft file.

P & A Receivables Services plc
Like me, you have probably never heard of this company. They say that they are the receiving company for Summer Retail,
the parent of the former Leeds, Doncaster and Manchester dealerships.
Last September, I received a letter from this lot stating that according to the Company’s records, I was indebted to the sum
of £1400. I was immediately on the phone to them. In a heated exchange, I was very angry about this, I asked them for
proof of this debt and told them that all my figures balanced and I owed nothing.
I received nothing from them and as far as I was concerned, it was the end of the matter, they didn’t have proof.
However, on Friday 24 Feb, I received a letter from P & A’s solicitor, James Peters and Co (who didn’t even provide me
with their contact details) instructing me to pay £1400 within 7 days or face court proceedings.
Angrily back on the phone again, I spoke to some oik who told me they had no record of me ever contacting them. I went
through the whole thing again and let him know in no uncertain terms that they hadn’t yet provided me with proof of this
debt. I also mentioned that I would be contacting my Solicitor and the matter would be dealt with by them. “There’s no
need for that” he spluttered. “You’ve set your dogs on me, so I’ll set my bigger dogs on you” said I, “and there’s no way on
earth that I am going to pay 1400 quid to some company that I’ve never heard of that doesn’t keep records of phone
conversations. You’d probably have no record of me having sent it”. I was shaking with the anger adrenalin when I’d
finished.
I am now waiting once again for the proof to arrive. They have also been sent a letter by recorded delivery, with a copy to
their solicitors.
Meanwhile, Carol and I have been through all my meticulously kept records, every LHD receipt has been kept, and if
anything, they owe me money. Question - If I owed so much, why didn’t LHD bill me?
Watch this space.
Night night.
Stop Press. Just got this email from the gaffer—
Riders in Leeds should ready themselves for some very exciting news this March. The city is the nominated location for the
opening of a brand new Harley-Davidson dealership, giving local fans of the brand a chance to satisfy their need for all things
Harley. The official launch date is yet to be confirmed, but anyone on the hunt for a new bike – including the exciting new
2012 Seventy-Two™ and Softail® Slim™ models– will have their hopes fulfilled when the new dealership opens its doors.
Prospective Leeds Harley-Davidson customers will not only be able to browse new and used bikes, but also a huge range of
the famed Harley parts, accessories, MotorClothes® and merchandise. There will, of course, be workshop facilities
featuring staff trained to Harley-Davidson Master Technician level.
Leeds-based Shahzad Ahmed, and cousin Sohial Kahn are the men behind the opening of the latest Harley-Davidson store:
“We look forward to opening the latest store of such a prestigious brand – and meeting local riders,” said Shahzad Ahmed
“We’ll have all the Harley-Davidson machines new and existing customers could want, as well as expert staff to help you
choose and service the right machine for you. We’ll be announcing our launch date very soon. It may be an old cliché but
watch this space… and get ready to mark a date to remember on your calendars.”
I think we should have a club ride-in to the shop on the official opening day.
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D IRECTOR ’ S M USINGS
Welcome to the March edition of your Aire Valley Times, the first of 2012. Well
we’ve got through Christmas and the New Year and I do hope you all had a great
one. Now it’s time to start planning our next riding season, the Chapter event
calendar is well on the way. Allan Ward has held a Road Captains meeting and
assigned lead Road Captains for all this seasons ride-outs. Sue and Mick Pearce are
well on the way with this year’s Masham weekend and also plan’s for The Aire
Valleys 15th Anniversary East West weekend.
I have received my ticket for the Cider Rally and looking forward to what is
always my first Rally of the season. I will be travelling down with other members
of the Chapter, I know that all the on-site accommodation has been sold out but
tickets are still available if you are staying off-site. Since the Rally moved to
Weston-Super-Mare I have never managed to stay on site, but there is free
transport laid on between the Rally site and Weston throughout the three nights of
the event.
I’ve also booked for what I believe is the best Rally of the year Euro Fest held in
Port Grimaud in the Golfe de Saint Tropez. It’s a fantastic Rally with great live bands held in a fantastic location, St Tropez
is only a short ride away or if you want to have a day off the bike there are water taxis from Port Grimaud in to St Tropez
running all day. There are lots of great roads to travel there and back, if you want to do a quick trip you can travel using the
toll roads. If you have more time you can use the fantastically scenic A & B roads, I think I’ve been ten times and never the
same route. The fastest way is to ride down to Folkestone catch Euro Tunnel ride to Lille and put your bike on a train and
the next morning you wake up in Nice at around 8am, then ride along the coast road through Cannes and to the Rally site.
The other European Rally I’ve booked is the 2012 European Rally in Cascais Portugal 14th to 17th June. I will be travelling
down with Julian and John and we have decided to take the long route. We will catch the Hull – Zeebrugge ferry then ride
to Cascais via Paris, Boulogne, Tours, Bordeaux, San Sebastian, Salamanca, Guarda and Allanena around 1400 miles each
way. I am very much looking forward to this trip, I just love long bike trips often more than the actual Rallies.
The other must do Rally for Aire Valley members is of course our very own Hog on the Humber it’s the 10th and promises
to be a incredible Rally, put the dates (31st June to 1st July) in your diaries now so you don’t miss out on what promises to
be the best yet. I would appreciate the support from our own members by attending this Rally Rob & Dot have worked
tremendously hard over the years and need all of us to show our appreciation.
The dates for other club Rallies will be put on our web site (www.avhog.co.uk) and in the AVT when all dates have been
confirmed. If anyone wants to know about any Rallies please see me at any meeting or just give me a ring and I will do my
best to sort you out
On Wednesday 15th February I spoke with the new Leeds Harley-Davidson Dealer, He confirmed what Marjorie Rae HOG
manager UK told me in an earlier telephone conversation. That is that our new HD Dealership will be opening on or
around March 15th and will be in the old premises on Wellington Bridge Road Leeds. I look forward to the opening, it will
be great to have a Dealer again. I wish them good luck with their new venture and thank them on behalf of Aire Valley UK.
Well Friday the 13th was our 10th Christmas Dinner Dance, and what a great night it was. Lots to eat and drink, great music
provided by the “Stolen Phones” who managed to get everyone up on the dance floor from their first number. Everyone I
spoke to over breakfast the next morning said they had a wonderful time, so once again well done Sandra for organising
such a great event and thanks to everyone who supported the event
We sent the membership renewals out late this year – early in the New Year – as we were waiting for Dealership
news. Already 75% of our members have renewed, the remainder were sent reminders last week so as a Chapter our
membership figures should not be far short of last year I’d like to thank all of you for staying with Aire Valley UK and hope
you will continue to support us and Leeds Harley-Davidson
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O LD S TUFF
New member Neil Ferres has a boatload of old bike literature and wants to share a bit with us.
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C AMBODIA 2011
One med-evacuation from the jungle for a pinned and
plated leg, two people knocked unconscious, 8 broken
ribs and Tarantulas for lunch. Yep it is time to report on
my latest outing.
In Late November, 10 of the intrepid crew that I motor
biked with through the Himalayas in 2010 headed off to
Phnom Penh for the start of our latest ‘Boys Own
Adventure’. This time the bikes were fit for purpose,
Honda 250cc off road beasts.
Upon arrival we used the time to visit the notorious
‘Killing Fields’ and ‘Tuol Sleng’ where the torture squad
known as ‘S21’ exacted their appalling atrocities during
the reign of the Khmer Rouge. 4 million people were
dispatched in 3 years, a sobering start to any trip. In the
afternoon our steeds were delivered and we packed light in rucksacks as there was never any guarantee that the support
vehicles would make it to our overnight stops. We were going just after the widespread flooding that crippled Thailand,
Cambodia and beyond.
We would be heading out through the paddy fields (literally), Jungle, mountains and lowlands close to the Laos, Thailand
and Vietnam borders and then finishing at Siem Reap. Only 8 hours if you take the highway, but it would take us the best
part of two weeks.
If you believed the map, we were heading along marked roads that meandered through the countryside. In reality, the roads
were often missing and local guides picked their way through farms, along river beds and at one point, through a shallow
lake! The most impressive section was the ‘Death Highway’. We were instructed to ‘pee by the bikes’ on this section, as
left and right of the path were unexploded ordinance; land mines left by Pol Pot’s boys, so we understandably accepted the
limitation!
One night we pitched our tents in a 1,000 year old temple. We saw ruined buildings in the jungle that less than 500 non
Khmer people had seen. We ate Tarantula, Dog and other delicacies and bathed in lakes when no running water was
available. No, surprisingly Sandra didn’t come with me!!
No matter where we stopped, hoards of people appeared from no-where, wanting to see the weird guys dressed like
imperial storm troopers. The kids always had grins from ear to ear and the adults could never do enough to help. We
forded rivers as big as the Mekong, strapping the bikes to what looked like the side of a shed balanced between two canoes.
We sped along hard clay roads where the dust obscured your view and got everywhere, and I mean everywhere.
Temperatures soared to well over 100 and we drank gallons of fluid per day; mostly Royal D, a local electrolyte
replacement brew. In short the trip was magnificent!!
We ended the trip at Angkor Wat, one of the world’s
most famous temples. We got up at 4:00am to see the
sun rise and then went to visit the temple used in ‘Tomb
Raider’, but sadly Angelina Jolie was no longer there.
So, another epic journey was complete, with the only
question on our lips being ‘where next?’ As it happens, it
will be Iceland on the romantically named ‘To Hell and
Back’ Tour. Can’t wait!!

Words and Pix Steve King
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Some very contentious issues are being put forward by busybodying eurocrats and MAG is at the forefront in trying to
combat these attempts to curtail our enjoyment of riding on two wheels.
Type Approval and Anti-tampering
This affects ALL bike builders and restorers
The proposed EU Regulation on type approval and market surveillance that we've come to know and love over the past 16
months, did pass its 'first reading' on 5th December when the Internal Market and Consumer Protection Committee
(IMCO) voted on it and the near 300 amendments that been put forward.
Not only did they accept the bulk of the original proposal, but added a few extra bits that aren't exactly in the best interests
of the consumers they are meant to be protecting. ABS for everything from 50cc up and the new article 18a which now
covers modifications 'by the users or those acting on their behalf', which has got the retailers and bike shops upset. This
resulted in horrified responses from both the European motorcycle retailers (ETRA) and the manufacturers association
(ACEM) so it's good to know that apart from the UK Government, much of the rest of the bike industry is now aware of
the power and possible outcome of this legislation.
The new article 3 paragraph 68 now also specifies 'engine management systems or any other control module', which of course
covers the power commanders etc that we highlighted a year ago and were told was nonsense. It also reiterates 'the
transmission and its control, either a drive shaft or belt drive or chain drive, the differentials, the final drive and the driven wheel tyre
(radius)' which is all a bit belt and braces.
MAG organised another Riders Are Voters event in Crawley at P&H Motorcycles where Peter Skinner, Labour MEP for the
South East had agreed to meet riders so that he could hear all the concerns – he said he has received more correspondence
on this Regulation than any other (he first became an MEP in 1994).
The bulk of the questions he was asked were about procedure: How could the Committee have voted before the impact
assessment results were in? Why does the EU Parliament have to vote on a regulation when the specific technical elements
of what is affected, will be decided after the vote? How can they make an informed decision when so much of the technical
detail is still to be written? We are now seeing drafts of the Delegated Acts that mention cycle parts, surely that is outside
the scope of the Regulation? If the Commission didn't do the research before they introduced the proposal (saying as they
did, that they had no baseline data but hoped they'd get some later) is it even legal?
Mr Skinner was impressed by the breadth of knowledge and articulate nature of the assembled 100 or so riders, and was
taken aback by the legislation itself, having had to read it all before the event (which is the very nature of what MAG does getting representatives to actually read what they are going to vote on.) He did say that we must never stop writing to
MEPs about this, but what surprised me was that he said pro-forma letters are still OK, if you add the following; Please
reply to the Central Office of the Motorcycle Action Group who are compiling responses.
Your MEP will have to direct their attention to every part of the letter as numbers grow, in the knowledge that their
response will be made very public, that they will be held to account and their later vote in the EU Parliament will be
monitored. On the plus side, they only have to write one letter! Everyone's a winner.
So, given all of the above here is a suggested letter. If you don't wish to use it, please do try to use some of the points within
it. Please click here www.ridersarevoters.org and press the button that says 'Find Your MEP'.
Remember, perhaps 6 or 7 MEPs represent your area, please write to each one of them.
Paddy Tyson
A pro-forma letter is included on the next page
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Dear
As a constituent, I would like to raise my concerns regarding the content and progress of a piece of European Legislation,
currently timetabled for Plenary vote on 14th March.
The proposed EU Regulation on Type Approval and Market Surveillance of 2- and 3-wheeled vehicles passed first reading,
Committee stage, on 5th December even though an impact assessment on many elements of the proposal was ongoing.
Some new text adopted by the (IMCO) Committee, especially the extension of mandatory ABS to all scooters and
motorcycles, the introduction of a new Article 18a (see below) and the Delegated Acts, appear to have moved well outside
the scope of the Commission's original proposal. Article 18a also relies on Member States to establish National policing.
ABS technology for motorcycles is not as advanced as for cars and there are many riding conditions where it is not suitable,
or where Combined Braking Systems (in which the industry has invested heavily) are more suitable, especially with smaller
scooters. The Commission’s mandating of ABS is therefore inappropriate for riders and manufacturers.
Articles 17 and 52 also directly impact on motorcyclists as consumers, controlling the sale and availability of after-market
parts within the EU and the modification of certain aspects of the machine to suit riding conditions.
There are aspects that I welcome for example, that Article 22 will lead to CO2 emissions being published at point of sale for
every model. Similarly, paragraph 9 (page 11), which recognises there is no evidence of a correlation between safety and
power – which in itself undermines the Commission’s proposal for ‘anti-tampering’ measures to prevent engine-tuning
The Plenary session vote has now been timetabled for 19th April, I urge you to take an interest in the debate on my behalf.
I urge you to read the Regulation COM (2010) 542 and the consolidated text post the IMCO Committee vote, which is not
yet in the public domain and use your influence to delay the Parliamentary vote.
Could I respectfully ask that you send your reply to Central Office of the Motorcycle Action Group who are compiling
replies in order to monitor voting behaviour. This can be either electronically to:
campaigns-coordinator@mag-uk.org
or by post to
MAG (UK)
PO Box 750
Warwick
CV34 9FU
Yours Sincerely

Article 18a- Measures and Proceedings regarding modifications to L-category vehicles by the users or those acting on their behalf
1. If substantial modifications are made to the powertrain components by the user or by those acting on his behalf the vehicle shall comply
with the technical requirements of the initial vehicle category and subcategory, or, if applicable, the new vehiclecategory and subcategory,
which were in force when the original vehicle was sold, registered or entered into service. Those modifications shall be inspected and
approved by the competent authorities in the Member States.
3. A modification is substantial when it affects the safety of the vehicle or its emissions to the environment. A modification is deemed to be
substantial when it renders the original type approval obsolete.
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Long Forks
Not content with putting restraints on performance modifications, EU meddlers have dreamed up ‘solutions’ to another
non-existent problem. The EU Commission has proposed that part of its “Anti-Tampering “ regulations should be rewritten to prevent custom bike builders from using long forks.
The Commission now proposes that any bikes being put through the Motorcycle Single Vehicle Approval would have to
complete a slalom and u-turn before being registered, to prevent modification to the length of the forks.
Up to now, the draft regulations have only talked about requiring manufacturers to design the ‘power train’ (engine,
transmission, final drive and rear tyre dimension) so that it becomes difficult for owners to modify it. The attention to
handling capabilities is new.
The UK representatives in the technical discussions joined FEMA (Federation of European Motorcyclist’s Associations) and
others in opposing this fresh proposal, not least because the Commission cannot produce any evidence to show that
modified bikes are unsafe.
MAG Comment (Ian Mutch) - Groucho Marx described politics as “The art of looking for trouble, finding it, diagnosing it
incorrectly and applying the wrong remedies” It is hard to imagine a more apposite description of the insanity sweeping through
Brussels. Of course a long custom bike won’t handle like a sports bike, but that doesn’t mean it is dangerous. A bus won’t
handle like a Porsche but no one is talking about banning buses or trains for that matter
A Bottle of wine to the first person who sends me a picture of a Brussels politician in a stretched limo…
Impact Assessment
The extra EU Impact Assessment we've been waiting for, has been released. Although we have not yet reviewed it in detail,
from a first read, the cost benefit analysis is negative for all three IMCO proposals. This adds great strength to
our campaign.
Only three subject areas of the Proposed Regulation on Type Approval and Market Surveillance were subject to this
assessment; ABS, OBD (On Board Diagnostics) and emissions timetabling. Please note that contrary to the claims made by
one MEP, the Impact Assessment was not investigating Anti-Tampering.
On ABS, it is interesting to note the study says "In conditions of low traction (off-road) ABS can increase stopping
distance."
It also says "ABS potentially has a negative impact on rider safety in certain accident configurations that are specific to
motorcycle accidents" and they acknowledge accident risk may be increased due to overconfidence of riders who
misunderstand the capabilities of advanced braking systems. A classic case of 'Risk Compensation'.
It is considered that ABS will cost 500 Euro per machine, which is even more than the UK study assessed at the end of last
year.
MAG is not and never has been anti-ABS but continues to believe that it should not been seen as a panacea, and should be
the rider's right to choose.
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F RED H ILL
Many people will recall the extraordinary example set by Fred Hill in defying the compulsory
helmet law throughout the nineteen seventies and eighties. Nowhere in the world has anyone
made such exceptional sacrifices in the name of biker’s freedoms.
A former army dispatch rider during WW2, Fred worked for many years as a mathematics
teacher before leaving to enjoy what he doubtless expected would be a quiet retirement.
Incensed by the compulsory helmet law, Fred rode everywhere in an old beret, collecting
literally hundreds of tickets, which he stored in a large suitcase. Fred’s refusal to pay the fines
for helmet-less riding constituted ‘Contempt of Court’ for which he was given custodial
sentences thirty one times.
Some of the sentences were very short, as little as 24 hours on one occasion when he was held
in an unlocked police station cell and told by the desk sergeant to - ‘bugger off when no-one’s
looking.’ Other sentences were much longer however and the company which Fred found
himself amongst in Her Majesty’s hostels was not always the finest. Fred loathed prison life and
once wrote a disturbing account of his experiences for Magnews. ‘What is a man deprived of
his name, his freedom of movement taken away, his every privacy invaded, every move spied
upon, locked away in a filthy cell for 23 hours out of the 24 hours- and half of these miserable
hours spent in darkness.’
A member of MAG, Fred’s face was a familiar sight at MAG demonstrations all over the country. Fred always made
speeches at the demonstrations, dressed in his arrow - patterned prison suit he would treat the crowd to theatrical helpings
of his Yorkshire wit, always maintaining a characteristic good humour even when being booked. Though in every other
way, a law-abiding citizen, Fred would encourage the crowds he addressed to follow his example, as the law would have to
be repealed if enough people simply ignored it. In so doing he risked the more serious charge of incitement to break the
law, though such a charge was never brought against him. Once in the dock of a magistrate’s court where a lady magistrate
berated his lawlessness, Fred took the opportunity to remind her that if it hadn’t been for members of her sex breaking the
law some years ago, she wouldn’t be sitting where she was.
With the passage of time, police in Fred’s neighbourhood frequently turned a blind eye to his indiscretions. though when
he went further afield he would invariably be stopped. In order to cover the necessary distances Fred replaced his Honda
50 with a 250, aboard which, on one occasion, he battled all the way to the Gower Peninsula in Wales and back, a distance
of about 500 miles in one day despite appalling weather.
Demonstrations of support by MAG members were frequently staged outside prisons in which Fred was held and a
commemoration of his efforts is made annually at the gates of Pentonville Prison on the anniversary of his death. Fred Hill
was seventy four years old when in 1984 he died from a heart attack suffered whilst in custody in London’s Pentonville
Prison. Despite the tremendous news angle of one man against the state, the national media, with the exception of two
columnists, Mathew Parris and Auberon Waugh, suspiciously blanked the tragedy.
Fred was imprisoned 31 times, his final sentence of 60 days, proving too much to take, was half completed. The prison
governor had warned Fred that the harsh prison environment could be the death of him, to which Fred replied that, ‘it
didn’t matter where a man died but how.’ An enquiry into Fred’s death resulted in a coroner’s report which concluded
that Fred’s prison experience had not contributed toward his death.
Whether the helmet issue is important to you or not, we all owe it, not only to Fred but to ourselves, to sustain a ceaseless
call for the reform of this outrageous legislation for, as Fred wrote - ‘what is a man deprived of his freedom ?’
Motorcycling is about freedom. Fred understood that. We must never forget Fred’s example lest we forget why we ride
motorcycles.
Philip Neale
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D AVE L AMIN
Ey oop!
I know modesty is a virtue but also sharing good
news can bring a smile to your face.
Here's a picture of me and our Jim just after the
final round of "ACU British Classic Trials
Championship sponsored by Normandale"
I came second on the day but won the
Championship overall. This makes me British
Trials Champion 2011 in the over 50's class.
Ok I know what you're thinking, its a minority
sport and at my age I should know better but I've
never won anything at National level before and
I just wanted to share my moment of glory with
my friends.
Be Lucky!!

C HAPTER C HALLENGE 2012
1. Each Chapter Challenge participant completes a H.O.G. Mileage Programme form clearly indicating the Chapter
Number that miles will be accumulated for on the front of it.
2. Chapter Director, Chapter’s Sponsoring Dealer or Chapter’s appointed rep takes a copy of each participants completed
form to record ending mileage later and forwards original form(s) to H.O.G. Member Services. Also - Emails National
Chapter Challenge Coordinator a list of all participants whose form(s) were submitted to H.O.G. Member Services for
processing. Only forms dated 15th March 2012 (the CC start date) or later will be accepted.
3. NCCC acknowledges receipt of email list to Chapter Director, Chapter’s Sponsoring Dealer or Chapter’s appointed rep
4. H.O.G. Member Services processes each form submitted, takes a digital copy of all Mileage Forms received and post
hard copies of forms to NCCC.
5. NCCC emails Chapter Director, Sponsoring dealer or rep and H.O.G. Member Services acknowledging physical receipt
of forms
6. NCCC enters details on database spreadsheet and retains original forms on file for future reference
7. By 31st October 2012 (the CC closing date) each participants final mileages should be entered on the previously saved
copies of the Mileage Programme form on which the participants starting mileage was recorded. Completed forms should
then be forwarded to H.O.G. Member Services and an email sent to NCCC with the final list of participant forms sent.
8. NCCC acknowledges receipt of final email list to Chapter Director, Chapter’s Sponsoring Dealer or Chapter’s appointed
rep
9. H.O.G. Member Services processes each participants form, takes a digital copy and posts hard copy forms to NCCC
10. NCCC emails Director, sponsoring dealer or rep and H.O.G. Member Services, acknowledging physical receipt of final
forms
11. NCCC enters final details onto database and files original forms
NB (1) – The same process should be followed for forms submitted individually as well as in bulk.
NB (2) – Only one form should be used per motorcycle.
NB (3) - Only riders (not pillion passengers) mileage counts toward chapter total
NB (4) - Registration forms can be sent anytime between the opening and closing dates and can be sent in groups or
individually but ideally would be sent ASAP to ensure the database is as up to date as possible.
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A L IGHTER N OTE
Professor Higgins at the University of Sydney was giving a
lecture on 'Involuntary Muscle Contraction' to his first year
medical students.
Realising this was not the most riveting subject, the professor
decided to lighten the mood slightly.
He pointed to a young woman in the front row and said :
"Do you know what your arsehole is doing while you're
having an orgasm?"
She replied: "Probably golfing with his mates"
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Note found on refrigerator:
My Dear Wife,
You will surely understand that I have certain needs that you,
being 54 years old, can no longer satisfy. I am very happy with
you and I value you as a good wife. Therefore, after reading
this letter, I hope that you will not wrongly interpret the fact
that I will be spending the evening with my 18 year old
secretary at the Comfort Inn Hotel. Please don't be upset----I
shall be home before midnight.

A group of bikers were riding when they saw a woman about
When the man came home late that night, he found the
to jump off a bridge, so they stopped. The leader, a big
following letter on the dining room table:
burly man, gets off his bike and says, "What are you doing?"
My Dear Husband,
"I'm going to commit suicide," she says.
I received your letter and thank you for your honesty about my
While he didn't want to appear insensitive, he didn't want
being 54 years old. I would like to take this opportunity
to miss an opportunity either, so he asked, "Well, before
to remind you that you are also 54 years old. As you know, I
you jump, why don't you give me a kiss?"
am a math teacher at our local college. I would like to inform
So she does, and it was a long, deep, lingering kiss.
you that while you read this, I will be at the Hotel Fiesta with
After she's finished, the biker says, "Wow! That was the best
Michael, one of my
kiss I've ever had! That's a real talent you are wasting. You
students, who is also the assistant tennis coach. He is young,
could be famous. Why in the world would you want to
virile, and like your secretary, is 18 years old.
commit suicide?"
As a successful businessman who has an excellent knowledge of
"My parents don't like me dressing up like a girl."
math, you will understand that we are in the same situation,
although with one small difference - 18 goes into 54 a lot more
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
times than 54 goes into 18.
Q. How do you poison a girl with a razorblade?
Therefore, I will not be home until sometime tomorrow.
A. Give her arsenic!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Q. Why did the Medium cross the road?
Q. What’s green and pear shaped?
A. To get to the “other side”
A. A pear!

Bob Elliot aksed me to put this in
“Please put this pic of one of the
statues on the beach in the next
AVT. Unfortunately I don’t think
anyone saw it on the ride out to
Southport.
Some may want to know what they
are about.”
Ask Bob
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G ALLERY ( CUE ‘V ISION O N ’ TUNE )
It looks like there were some ‘interesting’ conversations going on
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G ALLERY
HAPPY PARTY PEOPLE
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G ALLERY
DOGGIN’ (Tony Lister)
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Following this, on page 20 are flyers for other rallies.
If anyone wishes to book tickets for any of these rallies,
There are details on the flyers.
However, I have order forms for:
Three Rivers Rally
Hoggin’ the Marina
Plymouth HOG’s 2nd Oggie Rally (no flyer)
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Ride Out List
March - June 2012
All ride-outs will leave Getgeared at 10 am
prompt with full tanks please

Date (s)

Days (s)

Event & Time

Location

Mar 11th

Sunday

1st Ride Out 2012 10am

Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
LRC's Allan Ward Clive Raistrick

Mar 25th

Sunday

Annual Rain or Shine Ride-Out
10am

April 11th
April 15th

Wednesday Zimmer Club Ride 10am
Sunday
Ride-Out 10am

April 22nd

Sunday

Ride-Out 10am

April 27th
to 29th

Friday to
Sunday

Masham Weekend
Contact Sue Pierce for details

May 13th

Wednesday Zimmer Club Ride 10am
Sunday
Ride-Out 10am

May 27th

Sunday

Ride-Out 10am

June 3rd

Sunday

Ride-Out 10am

May 9th

To York Bike Museum, entry fee £4

June 13th
June 17th

Wednesday Zimmer Club Ride 10am
Sunday
Ride-Out 10am

June 20th

Wednesday Summer Evening Ride-Out
6.30pm for 7.00pm
Friday to
10th HOG on the Humber
Sunday

June 29th
to 1st July

Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
LRC's Keith Allen Graham Walker
Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
LRC Joe Brezinski
Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
LRC's Ian McNeil Steve King
LRC Fri 27th From Get Geared
Mike Pierce
Sat 28th 9am from Get Geared
LRC
LRC Sat 28th from Masham
Mike Pierce
Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
LRC's Richard Wilton
Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
LRC's Dave Cole
Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
LRC's Graham Walker
Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
Getgeared, Regent St, Leeds
LRC's Andie Hannam Graham Walker
McDonalds, Ring Road,
Lawnswood LRC Tony Burns
Brantingham Park, Hull
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Masham
This will be our 3rd year at Masham, 27th-29th April
Check out the Aire Valley website for pictures from last year!
This event is now fully booked but please call Sue on 07762005783 if you want to add your
name to the waiting list.

PORT GRIMAUD – SOUTH OF FRANCE
One of the biggest H.O.G. meets in Europe 8TH - 12TH MAY
Some of our members set sail from Hull to Zeebrugge on Sunday 6th May – anybody
interested in joining the trip and riding with our party to Port Grimaud please call Mick for
further details on 07734301268.
Two and a half day run down through France staying at gastro hotels

15TH ANNIVERSARY RIDE
7TH-9TH SEPTEMBER 2012 WHITLEY BAY TO GOSFORTH
A coast to coast ride with a difference, no early starts, I can’t do them
anymore!!
This year is the 15th anniversary of Aire Valley H.O.G. and to mark it we are
doing a 2 night rally in different spots.
Leave Leeds 10am Friday 7th Sept for a ride to Geordie Land – taking in
Bamburgh and Holy Island (time and weather permitting) before riding back
to Whitley Bay for an overnight stop at the Biker Hotel The Avalon. 14
rooms reserved (£25 per person bed and breakfast) at this hotel and others at
a neighbouring one. No early start on Sat 8th but a ride to the west coast
(Scottish borders etc – Keilder Dam/Forest), taking in some excellent biking
roads before an overnight stop at The Horse and Groom at Gosforth (real ale
and excellent food) - 20 rooms reserved at £50 per person to include
allowance against evening meal and full breakfast before a ride back though
The Lake District Sunday mid morning.
All rooms reserved in my name so call me on 07734301268 to reserve your
place. Hopefully we will meet up with Red Rose and Geordie members for a
little chapter social intercourse!
These are just the events that the club is arranging, there are plenty more put on by other chapters and organisations, such
as rallies and shows, that we hope to keep you informed of.
Any questions about events or things that you want to make happen then please do not hesitate in contacting me
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A DS ‘ N ’ E NDS
We are Smartbikers UK Ltd
We import, direct from the USA, a full range of Men’s, Women’s and Children’s Leather Jackets, Trousers, Chaps, Jeans,
Waistcoats along with a full range of Cordura waterproof fabric wear with fully removable armour.
Our ranges of clothing and American Helmets cover the needs and desires of all those who ride, whether it be a cruiser,
street chop or Buell sport.
Our prices are extremely competitive and the quality of the products in relation to the price is extreme.
You will see none of these products on sale anywhere else in the UK, but that doesn’t change our pricing.
We also have a wide range of top quality Biker accessories, have a look you may be surprised at what is out there!
Our web site is now fully operational and you can view our full product range at:
http://www.smartbikersuk.co.uk
There will also be monthly special offers from our American suppliers
We are also Harley riders and Hog members and have until now exhibited at rallies throughout the UK, including the
Nene Valley Hog Rally, Thunder in the Glens, Cider Rally, Diva Legions, Spring Fever Rally and many more.
We hope that you will include our web site in your next Chapter Mag and we look forward to any enquiries that your
members may have, there is a lot more still available but we cannot fit it all on the site, this also includes bike aftermarket
parts, so if there is ANYTHING you need, try us and we will do our best for you.
We look forward to hearing from you ASAP.
Best regards and ride safe
SmartbikersUK

C APTION C OMP
A bottle of something suitably alcoholic will be
presented to anyone who can come up with a witty
caption to the pic of the two Docs.
Place your entries on a post card and send it to me,
here, now,
Alternatively you could send it via email.

www.avhog.co.uk
http://picasaweb.google.com/102322754081651743232
for loads of pictures

Aire Valley Officers
HOG Chapter Number: 9695
Sponsoring dealer: Soon come
Position

Name

Contact details (where appropriate)

Director

Mike Gaunt

director@avhog.co.uk

Assistant Directors

Andie Hannam and
Richard Wilton

a-d@avhog.co.uk

Treasurer

Rick Day

treasurer@avhog.co.uk

Secretary

Sandra Gaunt

secretary@avhog.co.uk

Head Road Captain

Allan Ward

hrc@avhog.co.uk

Activities Officer

Mick and Sue Pierce

activities-officer@avhog.co.uk

AVT Editor

Dave Malt

editor@avhog.co.uk

Photographer

Keith Allan

ka1001@ntlworld.com

Photographer

Tony Lister

HOG on the Humber

Rob and Dot Mitchelmore

rob@ourdeluxe.karoo.co.uk

Northern Rally Organiser

Rob Mitchelmore

rob@ourdeluxe.karoo.co.uk

Safety Officer

Tony Burns

safety@avhog.co.uk

Webmaster

John Elliott (Dr. John)

webmaster@avhog.co.uk

Ladies of Harley Rep

Wendy Day

loh@avhog.co.uk

Historian

Gordon MacFarlane

gordonmac3@sky.com

MAG Rep

Dave Malt

dave.malt@btinternet.com

Dealer Principal
Dealer Rep

